Design Your Own Greeting Cards or Notebook

Sick of spending lots of money on cards for birthdays and special occasions? Why not get your talented in-house artist to design their own beautiful Greeting Cards or Notebooks as part of the Lindfield Artshow and Fair in 2016.

These fantastic Greeting Cards will feature an individual artwork printed onto 8 high quality cards (size A6 155mm x 110mm) with matching red envelopes. They are suitable for all occasions as the cards are left blank inside. The artist’s name and age is printed on the back.

Notebooks (A5 size 210mm x 150 mm) will feature your child’s artwork printed and laminated on a hard cover wire-bound book designed to lie flat and stay open.

In order to produce the Greeting Cards and Notebooks in time for next year, the children will need to illustrate their masterpieces before the end of Term 4, 2015.

Three easy steps to creating a KidzArt 2016 masterpiece:

**Step 1: Practice**
A practice template is attached outlining a sample of the Greeting Card size. Could you please help your child to think about their design and ensure they practise at home on the sample provided before Friday 26 November, 2015.

**Step 2: Order**
Place your order on Trybooking at http://www.trybooking.com/JSGA

- $15 per pack of 8 cards
- $18 per notebook
- $30 for both (same illustration)

Please complete all details, including your child’s name and year in 2016. Orders must be made online before Fri. 11 Dec 2015.

**Step 3: Design**
Children will be illustrating their ‘actual’ templates during class time before Friday 4th December, 2015.

**Tips for the Artists**
- Use strong colours
- Make the illustration big enough to fill the space
- Use a marker to outline shapes
- Consider colouring the background
- Be careful of smudging
- Can be vertical or horizontal

Children/siblings commencing Kindergarten in 2016 will be given the opportunity to complete their illustrations in Week 2 of Term 1. Greeting cards and Notebooks will be sent home with students during the week of the Artshow.

Any enquiries please email Amanda Bromby (amandabromby@gmail.com) or Di Biron on (dianne@unitedhailrepairs.com.au)